IEEE Matrusri Engineering College Student Branch in association with IEEE Education Society of IEEE Hyderabad Section successfully

“LAUNCHED THE SKILL CONNECT PROGRAMME”

on 29th of April 2016 from 4:00 P.M to 5:30 P.M at the Matrusri Engineering College Campus, Saidabad.

Today’s employability of college students needs attention.

“Employability refers to a person's capability for gaining and maintaining employment” Students ability to apply knowledge is a key factor which needs attention.

Impact of this:

Performance in work is poor. We want to make students employable with the skills the industry or other employers need. Building sustainable ‘ability to do’ is a proven way to enhance all supporting skills such as communication, team abilities. Such competence built before they leave college enhances their employability.

The launch was graced by the presence of Sri. P Ravi Shankar (Consultant, Virtual Labs, IIIT Hyderabad), Mr. PVS Maruthi Rao, Vice Chairman IEEE Hyderabad Section and Mr. Vaman Deshmukh from Sudaksha Consulting who actively described the due course of skill connect programme and what is expected from students.

A total of 40 students have successfully signed up for the Skill Connect Programme.

IEEE Matrusri Engineering College Student Branch expresses its gratitude to the resource persons, management for their constant support and encouragement.
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